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[1] Efforts to develop a canopy flow modeling system based on the Advanced Regional
Prediction System (ARPS) model are discussed. The standard version of ARPS is modified
to account for the effect of drag forces on mean and turbulent flow through a vegetation
canopy, via production and sink terms in the momentum and subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) equations. Additionally, a downward decaying net radiation profile inside the
canopy is used to account for the attenuation of net radiation by vegetation elements. As a
critical step in the model development process, simulations performed with the new canopy
model, termed ARPS-CANOPY, are examined and compared to observations from the
Canopy Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (CHATS) experiment. Comparisons of mean
and turbulent flow properties in a statistically homogeneous atmosphere are presented for
two cases, one when the trees are dormant without leaves and another when the trees are full
of mature leaves. The model is shown to reproduce the shape of the vertical profiles of mean
wind, temperature, and TKE observed during the CHATS experiment, with errors generally
smaller in the afternoon and in the case with stronger mean flow. Sensitivity experiments
with relatively coarse (90 m) horizontal grid spacing retain the overall mean profile shapes
and diurnal trends seen in the finer-resolution simulations. The work described herein is part
of a larger effort to develop predictive tools for close-range (on the order of 1 km from the
source) smoke dispersion from low-intensity fires within forested areas.
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1. Introduction

[2] Smoke dispersion from wildland fires is a critical health
and safety issue, impacting air quality and visibility across a
broad range of space and time scales. Predicting the dispersion
of smoke from low-intensity fires is challenging due to the fact
that it is sensitive to factors such as near-surface meteorological
conditions, local topography, vegetation, and atmospheric tur-
bulence within and above vegetation layers. Existing integrated
smoke dispersion modeling systems (e.g., BlueSky [Larkin
et al., 2009]), which are designed for predictions of smoke
from multiple sources on a regional scale, cannot resolve the
processes necessary to simulate the local dispersion of smoke

from low-intensity fires that can meander around the source
and reside within forest canopies for an extended period of
time. Simple dispersion models (e.g., Simple Approach
Smoke Estimation Model (SASEM), VSmoke [Riebau et al.,
1988; Lavdas, 1996]), which typically are location specific,
are often limited by the simplifying assumptions they employ
to account for emissions source, topography, canopy, and the
atmospheric conditions.
[3] In order to simulate smoke dispersion within a forest

canopy (defined in the context of this study as the entire
vegetation layer, including the crown) and the possible transport
of smoke through the canopy-atmosphere interface and into the
planetary boundary layer, it is essential that the atmospheric
numerical model utilized for this purpose include a canopy
parameterization. Atmospheric modeling of canopy flows may
be accomplished via one of two general modeling approaches:
large-eddy simulation (LES) or Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) modeling. With LES, large-eddy turbulent
motions are explicitly predicted and unresolved fine-scale tur-
bulent motions are parameterized, the latter typically referred
to as subgrid-scale (SGS) or subfilter-scale motions. The funda-
mental premise of LES is that the filter scale, which separates
resolved motions from SGS motions, lies in the inertial
subrange of the turbulence spectrum (for a review of the LES
approach, seeMason [1994]). In contrast, use of RANS implies
that only the mean component of flow is explicitly resolved,
while the effect of correlations of fluctuating quantities on
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the resolved mean flow is parameterized. Examples of canopy
flow studies using LES include Shaw and Schumann [1992],
Dwyer et al. [1997], Watanabe [2004], and Dupont and
Brunet [2008], while studies utilizing RANS include Wilson
and Shaw [1977], Yamada [1982], Ayotte et al. [1999], and
Ross and Vosper [2005].
[4] In this paper, we describe the development of an inte-

grated canopy flow modeling system, based on the Advanced
Regional Prediction System (ARPS) [Xue et al., 2000, 2003]
version 5.2.12. ARPS is a three-dimensional, compressible,
nonhydrostatic atmospheric model with a terrain-following
coordinate system. ARPS is designed to simulate microscale
to regional-scale flows and has been validated extensively
in the last two decades [e.g., Xue et al., 2000, 2001].
However, the standard ARPS formulation lacks the capability
to simulate atmospheric variables (e.g., wind velocity, tempera-
ture) within a multilayer canopy. In the ARPS framework, as
with many mesoscale models, the bulk effect of a vegetation
canopy on the atmosphere is computed at the surface (skin)
level, beneath the lowest model grid point. A modified ver-
sion of ARPS has been developed by Dupont and Brunet
[2008] that accounts for the effects of vegetation elements
on flow through a multilayer canopy. However, application
of their version of ARPS is limited to modeling neutral
boundary layers since no attempt was made to include a can-
opy heat source/sink or to modify the surface energy budget.
The need for a modeling system capable of simulating mean
and turbulent components of flow through a canopy under
all stability regimes, including regimes locally modified by
wildland fires, motivated the development of a new canopy
flow modeling system, termed ARPS-CANOPY.
[5] Note that while there is ample evidence in the literature

to suggest that RANS can be successfully applied to canopy
flows, the lack of any resolved turbulence makes it a less
attractive option for smoke dispersion modeling. Furthermore,
while ARPS can be run in both RANS mode [at scales O
(1 km) or larger] or LES mode [at scales O(10m) or smaller],
the need to apply the model in near-real-timemode for potential
operational smoke dispersion prediction efforts means that a
hybrid approach is needed. Thus, we intend to assess the perfor-
mance of ARPS-CANOPY, run with grid dimensions that
neither preclude the explicit resolution of turbulent motions
nor guarantee that the bulk of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
is contained within the resolved turbulent motions (i.e., not true
LES). In this study, we evaluate ARPS-CANOPY in a fire-free
and smoke-free environment. However, our choice of modeling
approach is consistent with our overarching hypothesis that the
ability to resolve some scales of turbulence and explicitly
resolve some atmospheric processes relevant to smoke disper-
sion from low-intensity fires will lead to more accurate smoke
predictions than a RANS-based approach.
[6] The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A

description of the standard ARPS model and the canopy mod-
ifications made in ARPS-CANOPY is presented in section 2,
followed by a summary of the observational data set used to
evaluate ARPS-CANOPY, the Canopy Horizontal Array
Turbulence Study (CHATS) [Patton et al., 2011; Dupont
and Patton, 2012a, 2012b], in section 3. Subsequently, a
description of the model configuration and parameterization
options chosen for the model assessment simulations is pro-
vided in section 4, results from the simulations are presented

in sections 5.1 and 5.2, and results from a series of grid struc-
ture sensitivity experiments are discussed in section 5.3.
Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6.

2. Model Description

2.1. Modifications Made to ARPS: Canopy
Flow Parameterization

[7] Simulation of flow inside a canopy requires that one
account for the effects of the canopy on air flow. Canopies
alter flow in the following ways [Wilson and Shaw, 1977]:
loss of momentum due to aerodynamic drag; conversion
of mean flow kinetic energy into turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) in the wakes downwind of vegetation elements;
breakdown of large-scale turbulent eddies into small-scale
turbulent motions in the wakes downwind of vegetation ele-
ments; and buoyant production/destruction of TKE through
warming/cooling of the canopy air space. In order to account
for the aggregate effect of leaves, branches, and other small
obstructions to air flow in a grid volume, the most common
approach taken for numerical modeling of canopy flows
involves addition of a drag force term to the momentum equa-
tion and the addition of a sink term to the SGS TKE equation
to account for the enhanced dissipation of TKE due to the
interaction of flow with canopy elements [e.g., Dupont and
Brunet, 2008]. However, it is not clear that a sufficient gap
exists in the turbulence spectrum between the relatively small
wake-scale eddies and the relatively large SGSmotions for the
production of TKE at wake scales to be considered a sink of
SGS TKE. Kanda and Hino [1994] recommend that both a
production and sink term should be included in the SGS
TKE equation, while more recent work by Shaw and Patton
[2003] suggests that only a sink term is needed.
[8] Based on this review of canopy flow modeling

methods, the standard ARPS model has been modified
accordingly; we begin with a discussion of modifications
made to the momentum equation. Using Einstein summation
convention and written in Cartesian coordinates for a dry
atmosphere over flat terrain, the momentum equation in
ARPS-CANOPY may be expressed as
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where the overtilde indicates grid volume-averaged vari-
ables. In this equation, t is time, ui(u1 = u, u2 = v, u3 =w) is
the instantaneous velocity component along xi(x1 = x, x2 = y,
x3 = z), r is the base-state air density, p is air pressure,
g is the acceleration due to gravity, and y is potential
temperature. Furthermore, dij is the Kronecker delta,
Eijk the alternating unit tensor, adiv a damping coefficient
intended to damp acoustic waves, oj the angular veloc-
ity of the Earth, and cs the speed of sound. Variables
with prime notation denote deviations from a horizon-
tally homogeneous, time-invariant base state, the latter
indicated by an overbar.
[9] The terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) represent,

respectively, the pressure-gradient force term, the Coriolis term,
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the buoyancy term, the turbulent mixing term, and the drag
force term associated with the canopy vegetation. Note that
as in standard ARPS, the Reynolds or subgrid-scale stress
tensor, tij is modeled through a SGS gradient transport
approach, computed as a function of eddy viscosity (nt),
itself modeled as the product of a stability-dependent
length scale and velocity scale [square root of SGS
TKE (e)]. For more details, the reader is referred to
Xue et al. [2000].
[10] Following Dupont and Brunet [2008], we have added a

canopy drag term [last term in equation (1)] to the standard
ARPS momentum equation to account for drag that occurs
due to the presence of the canopy elements. In the canopy drag
term, Cd is the mean drag coefficient of the canopy and Ap
(m2m�3) is the plant area density of the vegetation, defined as
the one-sided area of all plant material. The magnitude of the

resolved-scale velocity, V, is defined as V ¼ u2 þ v2 þ w2ð Þ12.
A modification has been made to the original term presented
in Dupont and Brunet [2008] in that a factor of � is included
to incorporate effects of vegetation fraction less than unity,
following the work of Yamada [1982] and Sun et al. [2006].
We have introduced �, a parameter that represents the
fraction of a grid cell covered by trees, to account for the
fact that ARPS-CANOPY is designed to be run with grid
cells large enough that an assumption of land cover
homogeneity across the grid cell is not necessarily
appropriate. The Ap profile is considered to be representa-
tive of the canopy density within the vegetated portion of
each grid cell. As an example, consider a grid cell in which
trees are assumed to cover 80% of the ground, and the
remaining 20% of the grid cell is open. Applying the factor
of � to equation (1) results in a drag term that is 20%
smaller than it would be if grid cell homogeneity was
assumed, since 20% of the grid cell is specified as
nonvegetated and is therefore absent of canopy drag. This
method does not account for heterogeneous aggregation
of trees, a fact that should be kept in mind when
interpreting results. The factor � is included in all canopy
terms (see below).
[11] Before proceeding, some comment on the use of a

constant drag coefficient is in order. Although ARPS-
CANOPY uses a constant canopy drag coefficient, it is
worth noting that some canopy models utilize a drag coeffi-
cient that varies with vegetation element Reynolds number
[e.g., Shaw and Patton, 2003; Froelich et al., 2011]. Shaw
and Patton [2003] argue that use of a constant coefficient
renders the drag term essentially a pressure drag term and
addition of a Reynolds-number-sensitive drag coefficient
is necessary for proper parameterization of viscous drag.
However, we choose here to follow Dupont and Brunet
[2008] and use a constant coefficient (Cd=0.2), while
acknowledging that in reality Cd may decrease as wind speeds
increase due to streamlining effects [Rudnicki et al., 2004],
and conversely, Cd may increase as wind speeds decrease
due to the greater role of molecular viscosity at weak wind
speeds. It is worth noting that while use of a constant drag
coefficient is a simplification of a complex process, it is not
without precedent, having been applied to canopies with a
wide range of canopy densities [e.g., Shaw and Schumann,
1992; Pinard and Wilson, 2001; Watanabe, 2004; Sun et al.,
2006; Dupont and Brunet, 2008].

[12] The conservation equation for SGS TKE (e) in ARPS-
CANOPY may be expressed as
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where the terms on the right-hand side of equation (2) represent,
respectively, shear production, buoyancy production/destruction,
turbulent transport, dissipation, canopy drag force sink, and
canopy wake production. In equation (2), tiy is the subgrid-
scale heat flux, l is a dissipation length scale, andCE is a dissi-
pation constant. For more details, the reader is referred to Xue
et al. [2000].
[13] The second-to-last term in equation (2) was added

following Dupont and Brunet [2008] in order to account for
the loss of SGS TKE to both heat and very small (and thus
dissipative) wake-scale eddies, a process often referred to
as a “short-circuit” of the inertial eddy cascade [Raupach
and Thom, 1981; Finnigan, 2000]. Following Kanda and
Hino [1994], we have also added a production term to the
SGS TKE equation [last term in equation (2)] to represent
the production of SGS TKE in the wakes of canopy elements,
at scales large enough that the turbulence does not dissipate
immediately yet small enough that it remains unresolved. The
coefficient b represents the fraction of kinetic energy lost due
to canopy drag that contributes to wake production in SGS
flow. A value of 0 means that no kinetic energy lost from the
resolved-scale flow due to canopy drag transfers to wake-scale
turbulence (i.e., energy is lost to heat only), whereas a value of 1
means that all kinetic energy lost from the resolved-scale flow
due to canopy drag goes to the production of wake-scale turbu-
lence. Favoring a conservative approach, we set b equal to 0.1
for all simulations [Kanda and Hino, 1994]. Examination of the
sensitivity of mean and turbulent flow in ARPS-CANOPY to b
is left to future work.

2.2. Modifications Made to ARPS: Canopy Heat
Source Parameterization

[14] Modeling the evolution of air temperature within a
forest canopy is essential for modeling buoyancy effects on
flow through a canopy. Thus, various studies have consid-
ered how best to simulate canopy element heating/cooling
and the heating/cooling of adjacent air within the vegetation
canopy. The models used in these studies may be classified
into three categories: those that explicitly simulate the radia-
tive transfer between adjacent cells or volumes of canopy
[e.g., Budagovskii et al., 1968; Kimes et al., 1981; Smith
et al., 1981, 1997; Froelich et al., 2011], those that consider
the radiative balance of a canopy element rather than a volume
or grid cell (i.e., radiosity models [Borel et al., 1991;Chelle and
Andrieu, 1998]), and those that prescribe a downward decaying
profile of net radiation (or alternatively, heat flux) within the
canopy to account for the heating/cooling of vegetation
elements [e.g., Yamada, 1982; Shaw and Schumann, 1992;
Shen and Leclerc, 1997; Sun et al., 2006].
[15] The latter method, first proposed by Uchijima [1961],

involves specification of a net radiation profile that decays
downward from canopy top as a function of the cumulative
leaf area index (computed from the top of the canopy down-
ward) and an empirically determined extinction coefficient.
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Thus, net radiation need only be computed in the model at the
top of the canopy, eliminating the computational expense of
explicitly modeling radiative transfer at each level within the
canopy. The heat contribution from the canopy elements to
the air is then computed via the vertical divergence of net ra-
diation, with the horizontal divergence of net radiation typically
neglected. In the absence of a radiation parameterization, one
may choose to specify a heat flux profile to account for
canopy heating/cooling [e.g., Shaw and Schumann, 1992].
[16] While each of the methods have been applied exten-

sively and shown to be robust [e.g., Sun et al., 2006; Froelich
et al., 2011], we adopt in this study the net radiation profile
method [Sun et al., 2006] due to its relative simplicity. Thus,
we follow Sun et al. [2006] and compute net radiation flux at
canopy top (at height h) as

RNh ¼ 1� atð ÞS þ ec RLh # �RLh "ð Þ (3)

where at is the canopy albedo, S represents the incoming
solar radiation flux intercepting the top of the canopy, ec
is canopy emissivity, and RLh " and RLh # are upward and
downward longwave radiation. The formulation of equation
(3) is otherwise identical to the standard ARPS ground
radiation budget, except that here we use a constant value
of albedo appropriate for forested areas, and the outgoing
longwave component (RLh ") is computed as a function of
air temperature at canopy top, rather than skin temperature.
Specification of canopy heating parameters (e.g., at) in equa-
tion (3) and subsequent equations is discussed in section 4.2.
[17] Following Sun et al. [2006], we have also prescribed a

profile of net radiation that produces an approximately expo-
nential decay within the canopy,

RNp zð Þ ¼ RNh exp �kPL zð Þf g � � 1� z

h

� �
exp �kPL 0ð Þf g

h i
(4)

[18] In equation (4), k is an extinction coefficient, and PL

zð Þ ¼
Z h

z
Ap zð Þdz is the local plant area index (PAI), which

indicates the plant area per unit horizontal area of the canopy
above height z. Equation (4) states that the transmission of
net radiation through a vegetation canopy exhibits an approx-
imately exponential decay with increasing penetration depth
into the canopy, as a function of the local PAI.
[19] The time rate of change of potential temperature due

to the heat source/sink within the canopy is computed as

@y
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where y is the potential temperature of the air and RN is the
net radiation flux within the clearing fraction of each grid
box. Equation (5) states that the time rate of change of poten-
tial temperature inside the canopy is computed as the
weighted sum of vertical radiation flux divergence in the
clearing fraction of each grid cell and vertical radiation flux
divergence in the vegetated part of each grid cell. The leading
factor in the second term on the right-hand side of equation
(5) accounts for heat storage in the canopy elements (through
the canopy element volumetric heat capacity, rcCc), as well
as partitioning of energy into sensible and latent heat flux
(through the Bowen ratio, B). In ARPS-CANOPY, as in
Sun et al. [2006], a constant value of B is specified in each

simulation (see section 4.2 for more details); thus, there is
no parameterization of canopy resistance in the model.
[20] At this point, a word of caution is required regarding

the canopy heat source we have added to ARPS. Since we
follow Sun et al. [2006], our model assumes that the rate of
heating/cooling of vegetation elements is identical to that
of adjacent canopy air spaces. Froelich et al. [2011] argue
that such an assumption is not acceptable, with the largest
error occurring near sunrise (sunset) when canopy elements
warm (cool) rapidly through radiative gain (loss), and air
temperature changes lag behind. As Froelich et al. [2011]
assert, Sun et al. [2006] unintentionally simulated different
rates of heating/cooling for canopy elements and canopy
air spaces due to the abnormally large value of local canopy
density [rc in equation (5)] utilized in their study (as large
as 9.1 kgm�3). In ARPS-CANOPY, we compute rc as
CDm þ CMmð ÞAp zð Þ� �

leaf -off , which is interpreted as the total
mass (sum of dry canopy mass and mass of moisture in can-
opy) per unit ground area multiplied by the plant area density
at each grid level in the canopy. This follows from Sun et al.
[2006], except that we opt to neglect the impact of leaves on
local canopy density, since leaves make up a small proportion
of canopy mass compared to branches [Garai et al., 2010].
This method yields local canopy density values that are at least
an order of magnitude smaller than Sun et al. [2006] and more
in line with what Froelich et al. [2011] recommend. It is
important, however, to emphasize that an accepted method of
parameterizing local canopy density does not exist at this time.
Note that differences between canopy element and air tempera-
ture rates of change are likely to be smallest during the daytime,
the period of time that is the primary focus of our study.
[21] Lastly, the net radiation budget at the ground is given by

RNG ¼ �RNhexp �kPL 0ð Þ½ �
þ 1� �ð Þ 1� aGð ÞS þ eG RLG # �RLG "ð Þ½ � (6)

where symbols with subscript “G” refer to ground surface
equivalents of the canopy top parameters in equation (3) and
PL(0) is local PAI computed at the ground (i.e., total PAI).
Note that equation (6) is used by the land surface model as part
of the integration of skin temperature whereas the net radiation
flux in equation (4) is used to compute the canopy source term
in the thermodynamic equation [equation (5)].

3. CHATS Experiment Overview

[22] In this study, we evaluate ARPS-CANOPY by com-
paring simulated wind and temperature to observations taken
during the CHATS field experiment. CHATS was conducted
within a deciduous walnut orchard near Dixon, California,
from 15 March to 12 June 2007, and consisted of three
phases: (I) pre-leaf out (15 March to 13 April), (II) post-leaf
out (13 May to 12 June), and (III) transitional (14 April to 12
May). Here we define pre-leaf out as the period during which
the trees were bare, i.e., the trees were dormant without
leaves, and post-leaf out as the period during which the trees
had full coverage of mature leaves. The trees in the section of
orchard with CHATS instrumentation were planted in a grid
pattern with approximately 7m between each row/column of
trees as measured at trunk height. The horizontal distribution
of trees was nearly homogeneous, with an average tree height
of 10m and average tree age of 25 years.
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[23] A variety of instrumentation was utilized during
the experiment, including a horizontal array of fast-response
instrumentation, a 30 m instrumented tower, and a mini-
sodar/RASS (Radio Acoustic Sounding System) sited outside
of the orchard. The 30 m tower was instrumented with sonic
anemometers, hygrothermometers, hygrometers, and hot
film anemometers, with various combinations of instrumen-
tation mounted at 13 fixed levels: 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10,
11, 12.5, 14, 18, 23, and 29m above ground level (AGL).
Sonic anemometers, measuring the three wind components
and virtual temperature at 60 Hz frequency, and aspirated
hygrothermometers, measuring mean temperature and relative
humidity at 2Hz frequency, were instrumented at each level.
Additionally, pyranometers and pyrgeometers were deployed
at 16m agl to measure the broad spectrum upwelling and
downwelling above-canopy radiation, with a similar setup
beneath the canopy at 2m agl. Furthermore, a net radiometer
was installed at 2 m agl to complement the four-component
radiation measurements. For a detailed description of the field
experiment, including additional instrumentation not addressed
in this paper, see Patton et al. [2011].
[24] The evaluation of ARPS-CANOPY is performed by

comparing temporally averaged model output to temporally
averaged sonic anemometer and hygrothermometer data
from the instrumented tower. Although longer period aver-
ages are used in the model evaluation, the processing of data
begins with 30 min block averages. Moreover, while the
CHATS data were sampled at much higher frequencies, only
5 min averaged quality-controlled statistics were available
for this study. In the case of mean quantities (e.g., mean wind
speed), a simple arithmetic average of six 5 min mean values
yields the desired 30 min mean quantity. However, in order
to compute 30 min mean covariances (or variances) from
the 5 min mean statistics, we use the following formula:

x0y0N ¼ 1

m

Xm
j¼1

x0y0Nj þ X
NjY

Nj
� �

� 1

m

Xm
j¼1

X
Nj 1

m

Xm
j¼1

Y
Nj (7)

[25] In this formula, X(t) and Y(t) are two time series that
are expanded into mean and perturbation as X tð Þ ¼ X þ x0

tð Þ and Y tð Þ ¼ Y þ y0 tð Þ, N is an averaging period (in this
case, 30min), Nj is an averaging period shorter than N (in this

case, 5min), and there are m segments of length Nj in period
N. Finally, all covariances and means (both model and obser-
vations) are averaged over 3 h blocks for a general assess-
ment of diurnal evolution (section 5.1).
[26] For the purposes of the model assessment, two cases

are considered, one pre-leaf out (29 March) and one post-leaf
out (20 May). The cases were chosen based on a review of
satellite and other meteorological data (e.g., surface maps,
upper air charts) to identify days with clear skies and an
absence of synoptic or mesoscale phenomena in the region,
such as fronts or mountain-valley flows. Logs of experiment
activity were also examined to ensure that no instrument
maintenance or irrigation of the orchards was conducted
on the days of interest. Figure 1 presents profiles of plant area
density for the two cases, measured with a Li-Cor LAI-2000,
averaged over measurements taken throughout each period,
and interpolated to the ARPS-CANOPY model grid (see
section 4.1); recall that plant area density is defined as the
one-sided area of all plant material (e.g., leaves, branches),
per unit volume of canopy. Note that PAI, defined earlier as
the vertically integrated plant area density, is approximately
0.75 (2.75) for the pre-leaf-out (post-leaf-out) case.

4. Model Configuration and Parameterization

4.1. Numerical Design

[27] We now outline the configuration of the ARPS-
CANOPY simulations. A one-way nesting procedure is uti-
lized with two 3-D computational domains, and a periodic
boundary condition applied at the lateral boundaries of the
outer domain. For simplicity, the inner domain is centered
within the outer domain. Both domains consist of 83 � 83
� 83 grid points (including points used only for boundary
condition calculations), with horizontal grid spacing of
90m (30m) applied in the outer (inner) domain. Vertical
grid spacing of 2m is utilized in both domains, up to a
height of 84m, above which vertical stretching is applied.
With this vertical grid structure, there are five grid points
at or below the canopy crown (canopy height is 10m).
The use of 2 m grid spacing represents a compromise
between the need for sufficiently small vertical grid spacing
with which to resolve strong vertical gradients in wind and
temperature near canopy top and the need to restrain com-
putational expense. The top of both model domains is at
12 km, with a rigid lid upper boundary condition and a
Rayleigh damping layer in the uppermost 2 km, to prevent
reflection of waves from the upper boundary. The bottom
boundary is treated as a rigid surface, with surface momen-
tum and heat fluxes computed via bulk aerodynamic drag
formulas, as in the standard ARPS model. All simulations
are initialized at 0400 local standard time (LST: UTC �8)
and run for a total of 12 h.
[28] For all simulations, ARPS-CANOPY is initialized

with a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere with velocity
fluctuations set to zero at every grid point at time zero
(0400 LST). However, a random initial perturbation (of mag-
nitude 1K) is applied to the surface potential temperature
field at the initial time to promote the development of 3-D
turbulent structures. In order to simulate the atmosphere to
a height of 12 km agl, soundings were generated by first
interpolating 32 km resolution North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) data [Mesinger et al., 2006] at the tower
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles of plant area density observed
during the CHATS experiment, interpolated to the model grid.
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location (38.488�N; 121.846�W). Subsequent to the NARR
interpolation, quality-controlled wind data from the nearby
Sacramento, California, wind profiler (approximately 40 km
southeast of the 30 m tower), wind speed data from the
mini-sodar (data are generally available every 20m from 40
to 300m agl) and wind speed and direction data from the
30 m tower were substituted for the NARR values in the
lower atmosphere. Note that mini-sodar wind speed data at
a given height was rejected if the signal-to-noise ratio was
less than zero, or if error codes exceeded a given threshold
(W. Brown, personal communication, 2011). Wind direction
data from the sodar and temperature data from the RASS
were omitted from the process due to poor agreement with
both the tower and NARR data, and generally unreliable be-
havior. Finally, manual smoothing was applied to the initial
state profiles to ensure smooth transitions between the
NARR, profiler, sodar, and tower data. Figure 2 illustrates
both the domain-deep initial state, as well as the initial tem-
perature and wind speed profiles in the lowest 30m of the
model atmosphere. Lastly, initial state soil temperature was

derived from 30 min averaged observed values and soil heat
capacity was determined from 3-hourly measurements.

4.2. Parameterizations

[29] A 1.5-order SGS turbulence closure scheme with a
prognostic equation for TKE is utilized, with the addition
of canopy source and sink terms [equation (2)]. The standard
ARPS anisotropic turbulence option is used in which both
horizontal and vertical components of eddy viscosity are
computed; this option is recommended when vertical grid
spacing is considerably smaller than horizontal grid spacing
[Xue et al., 2000]. Possible impacts of grid structure on
simulations of mean and turbulent flow are discussed in
section 5.3. We wish to point out that the turbulence closure
we utilize here has been tested extensively and has been
found to produce the correct vertical structure of mean vari-
ables and turbulent statistics in the absence of a forest canopy
(not shown). The standard ARPS two-layer force-restore
land surface model based on Noilhan and Planton [1989]
and Pleim and Xiu [1995] is used, with one subtle but
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important distinction. ARPS is typically applied to mesoscale
or larger flows, and thus the lowest model grid level is usu-
ally located above the top of the vegetation (e.g., grasses,
trees). In this study, our use of 2 m vertical grid spacing with
a 10 m tall canopy means that the lowest grid level (1m agl)

is well below the top of the orchard canopy. To avoid “dou-
ble-counting” due to the use of both a land surface model
(which itself is designed to take into account the effect of
vegetation below the lowest model level) and an explicit can-
opy drag term in the momentum equation, an assumption of
sparse grasses is made in all simulations, and we specify a
uniform ground surface drag coefficient of 3� 10�3. Note
that two separate drag coefficients are applied in the model,
a canopy drag coefficient applied inside the vegetation canopy
[Cd in equation (1)] and a surface drag coefficient utilized for
surface flux calculations.
[30] Consistent with the standard ARPS formulation, short-

wave and longwave radiation components in the atmosphere
and at the ground are computed following Chou [1990,
1992] and Chou and Suarez [1994], however, with computa-
tion of the canopy source term and attenuation of net radiation
inside the canopy applied as discussed in section 2.2. Moist
processes are neglected, and the Coriolis force is computed
(as a function of central latitude only) in all simulations.
[31] Regarding canopy parameters in equations (3)–(6), we

use the following for simulations of the CHATS canopy. The
canopy albedo, at, canopy emissivity, ec, and extinction coef-
ficient, k, are assumed to be uniform across the orchard and
are set to 0.1, 0.98, and 0.6, respectively (as in Sun et al.
[2006]). Furthermore, we use values of canopy mass per
unit area CDm þ CMmð Þ equal to 4.21 kgm�2, while setting
specific heat capacity of the canopy elements (Cc) to
2760 J kg�1 K�1. These values were utilized by Garai et al.
[2010] as part of biomass heat storage analysis inside the
CHATS orchard. For Bowen ratio (B), we use mean values
of 0.35 for leaf-on conditions and 1.5 for leaf-off conditions,
based on CHATS observed fluxes at canopy top. Note that
albedo values derived from CHATS observed radiation
components average around 0.15 and are comparable for
pre-leaf-out and post-leaf-out conditions (not shown); thus,
insomuch as the present simulations are concerned, more
solar radiation enters the canopy in the ARPS-CANOPY
simulations than in reality, a fact that must be kept in mind
when evaluating results. As will be discussed later, model
errors in wind, temperature, and TKE may be attributed to the
use of time-invariant values of coefficients and parameters, as
variation on diurnal and seasonal time scales is neglected.
Lastly, regarding the specification of model domain vegetation
fraction (�), aerial photographs of the orchard were examined to
determine the approximate fraction of ground covered by trees
inside the orchard. Based on this analysis, � is set to 60% and
75% for the pre-leaf-out and post-leaf-out cases, respectively.

4.3. External Forcing

[32] We wish to provide some clarification regarding the
forcing or “driving” of the ARPS-CANOPY simulations we
have outlined here. It is important to keep in mind that the
choice of periodic lateral boundary conditions for the outer
grid implies that no large-scale influence (e.g., pressure
gradient forcing) is exerted on the atmosphere in our simula-
tions, outside of any large-scale information contained in
the initial (base state) profile. The flow is driven by the geo-
strophic pressure gradient associated with the time-invariant
base-state wind [Dupont and Brunet, 2008]. Therefore, tempo-
ral variations in wind speed in the simulations cannot be
attributed to an evolving large-scale pressure gradient, since
no external information is provided at the boundaries.
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Furthermore, the components of radiation intercepting the
canopy and ground surface [i.e., equations (3) and (6)] are
not derived from measured shortwave and longwave fluxes.
Rather, the components are parameterized as described in
section 4.2. In section 5.2, the performance of the ARPS-
CANOPY radiation parameterization will be evaluated with
CHATS radiation measurements. Note that we did not
apply nudging methods to the predicted variables; what
are presented in the figures that follow are model predic-
tions alone. In this study, we examine the performance of
the model in the absence of large-scale processes, and with-
out observed radiation inputs or any other information
that would not be available if ARPS-CANOPY were being
applied to real-time prediction.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Model Evaluation: Mean and Turbulent Flow

[33] In order to evaluate the ability of ARPS-CANOPY to
simulate flow through a vegetation canopy, 3 h mean wind
speed, wind direction, and temperature profiles from the
inner domain simulation (30 m horizontal grid spacing)
are compared to CHATS observations and the results are
presented in Figures 3 and 4. We choose to analyze 3 h aver-
ages (as opposed to, for example, 1 h averages) to examine
broader diurnal trends without the higher frequency variability
that the current numerical experiment design is not capable of
reproducing with the lack of time-varying lateral boundary
conditions or observed radiation inputs (see section 4.3). It is
worthwhile to point out here that although our experimental
design constrains the application of ARPS-CANOPY to hori-
zontally homogeneous canopies, with mainly diurnal variations
in heat and momentum, the flexibility of ARPS-CANOPY
makes it applicable to horizontally inhomogeneous flows that
vary on diurnal and nondiurnal time scales.
[34] Examining the pre-leaf-out case first (Figure 3), we

see that while the model underestimates the roughness
sublayer meanwind speeds in the early morning to midmorning
period (0400–1000 LST; Figure 3a), it produces wind speeds
within 0.5m s�1 of the observed values from midmorning
onward (1000–1600 LST). In the case of wind direction
(Figure 3b), the model correctly maintains a nearly uniform
profile, although prior to 1300 LST, the simulated wind direc-
tion differs by approximately 20� (north-northwest in the model
versus north-northeast in the observations). Examining temper-
ature (Figure 3c), we see that the model reproduces the
observed diurnal trends and profile shapes throughout the
simulation. It is evident though that the simulated tempera-
tures are 1–1.5�C too cold (warm) between 0400 and 1000
(1000–1600) LST and the simulated temperature gradient
is too strong between 1000 and 1600 LST.
[35] Evaluating the post-leaf-out case next (Figure 4), we

see that as with the pre-leaf-out case, the overall shape of
the simulated vertical wind speed profiles is similar to the
observations. The model simulation correctly depicts the
very weak wind speeds inside the canopy and also exhibits
wind speeds above the canopy within the observed range.
However, the model does not reproduce the evolution
of wind speed and direction (Figures 4a and 4b). Wind
speeds in the CHATS observations are strongest during the
0400–0700 LST and 1300–1600 LST periods and weaker
in the interim periods, but the simulation exhibits the weakest
wind speeds during the first period and stronger though
generally steady wind speeds during the remainder of the
simulation. Furthermore, the diurnal variation of wind direc-
tion in the simulations is smaller than what was observed.
However, these model wind errors must be put in the proper
context; the simulations are run in idealized mode without
the benefit of larger-scale information (e.g., mesoscale vari-
ability; section 4.3), and mean wind speeds are less than
2.5m s�1 at all times.
[36] In spite of the model errors, it is worth noting that the

model is able to reproduce a kinked wind direction profile
inside the canopy during the morning (note the complete
absence of this feature in the pre-leaf-out observations and
simulations). Dupont and Brunet [2008] attribute such a
swing in wind direction inside the canopy to an indirect
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Coriolis effect wherein weak shear stress within the canopy
causes the wind to turn and align with the large-scale pressure
gradient. However, caution must be exercised in attributing the
wind direction variation in the CHATS orchard to a particular
process since wind speeds inside the canopy are small (less
than 0.5m s�1). Regarding temperature (Figure 4c), we see
that the model is able to capture the evolution and vertical
structure. While magnitudes of model error larger than the
pre-leaf-out case simulation are evident, the post-leaf-out simu-
lation exhibits errors opposite that of the pre-leaf-out case
(cf. Figures 3c and 4c). Note that the absence of any daytime
inversions inside the canopy is consistent with the relatively
sparse nature of the CHATS orchard canopy. Daytime
inversions within vegetation canopies develop when rela-
tively strong heating of the atmosphere occurs in densely
vegetated layers of the upper canopy, with relatively weak

heating occurring beneath. While such inversions are com-
mon in denser canopies [e.g., Andreae et al., 2002;
Utiyama et al., 2004], a review of the full CHATS data set
by Dupont and Patton [2012a] revealed no evidence of day-
time inversions inside the orchard canopy.
[37] The mean profile assessment has identified varying

degrees of model error for each of the variables examined.
The error magnitudes noted here are within the range reported
in studies using contemporary canopy-parameterizing models
(temperature: 1–4�C; wind: 1–2ms�1; TKE: 0–0.5m2 s�2;
[see Sogachev et al., 2002; Froelich et al., 2011; Aumond
et al., 2013]). The goal of this assessment is to determine
whether ARPS-CANOPY can capture the vertical structure as
well as the diurnal evolution of mean properties of the atmo-
sphere in and above a canopy. Given the absence of evolving
large-scale forcing, and the lack of any time-varying observed
radiation input, what we are seeking to assess here is whether
the model can achieve qualitative agreement with the observa-
tions, both in terms of the structure and evolution. The expecta-
tions of model accuracy must be tempered by the simplicity of
the model experiment design as well as the intended application
of ARPS-CANOPY. We remind the reader that our goal is to
develop a smoke dispersion modeling system for simulating
smoke transport from low-intensity fires. Thus, the absolute
magnitude of mean wind, temperature, and TKE in the ambient
environment is of lesser importance compared to the heat and
turbulence induced by the fire.
[38] In the absence of large-scale forcing, changes to the

mean wind profiles will largely depend on turbulent mixing,
which in turn is sensitive to vertical wind shear and stratifica-
tion. Thus, in seeking out the source of errors in the wind
(and ultimately TKE) fields, it is important to evaluate possi-
ble sources of temperature error. Possible sources of error
include uncertainty in the specification of the parameters in
equation (5), uncertainty in the estimates of vegetation frac-
tion, undermixing by the ARPS model (by resolved and/or
SGS eddies), and the use of time-invariant values of coeffi-
cients such as emissivity and extinction coefficient in equa-
tions (3)–(6) (since the variation of coefficients on diurnal
and seasonal time scales is neglected). While the examination
of these factors is ongoing, the sensitivity of model error to
soil heat capacity and canopy albedo has been assessed.
Variation of these parameters within the range of values
observed during the CHATS field campaign results in small
changes to mean temperature O(0.5�C) and mean wind speed
O(0.25m s�1) (not shown).
[39] Discrepancies between the simulations and observa-

tions may also result from documented inhomogeneities in
the CHATS environment upwind of the tower, which are
not represented by the horizontally homogeneous canopy
employed in the ARPS-CANOPY simulations. With respect
to initialization error, it is unlikely that errors in the mean
profiles (Figures 3 and 4) result from errors in the initial state,
as the data sources used to define the initial atmospheric
profiles for the two cases (NARR, sodar, wind profiler, 30 m
tower) were in agreement regarding the primary aspects of
the lower atmosphere (e.g., low-level jets, temperature
inversions). Furthermore, the measurements of soil parame-
ters (e.g., soil temperature) were quality controlled follow-
ing the field campaign and all instruments were calibrated
prior to deployment.
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was computed using 5 min averaging periods which were
subsequently combined to produce 30 min average statistics
(see section 3 for description of method used). Note differ-
ence in horizontal axis limits between Figures 5a and 5b.
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[40] Comparing TKE between the model and CHATS
tower observations (Figures 5a–5b), we see that in both
cases, the model replicates the overall profile shape through-
out the roughness sublayer. Regarding the magnitude of
TKE, model error across the canopy-free atmosphere inter-
face is found to be quite small, although larger differences
are found elsewhere. Above the canopy, the model generates
too much TKE in the pre-leaf-out case but underpredicts
TKE in the post-leaf-out case. The model errors noted above
the canopy are likely due to overestimation of shear produc-
tion in the pre-leaf-out case and underestimation in the post-

leaf-out case. For the pre-leaf-out case, winds weaken too
rapidly upon entering the canopy from above (simulated shear
is too strong), while for the post-leaf-out case, the model
underpredicts wind speeds above the canopy (simulated shear
is too weak) (cf. 1300–1600 LST mean in Figures 3a and 4a).
The underestimation of mean TKE in the post-leaf-out case is
likely also associated with the use of grid spacing that is too
coarse to resolve some scales of turbulence at and above the
canopy top (for a review of turbulent length scales observed
during CHATS, seeDupont and Patton [2012a]). In the lower
half of the canopy, ARPS-CANOPY slightly overestimates
TKE in both cases. Given the relatively small contribution of
shear production to TKE in the lower portion of vegetation
canopies [Dwyer et al., 1997; Finnigan, 2000], the in-canopy
model errors are likely due to canopy drag that is too weak
and/or downward transport (pressure and/or turbulent) that is
too strong. Examination of this potential model bias is left
to future work. Finally, regarding the role of the SGS turbu-
lence parameterization on total TKE, we see that in both cases,
the ratio of model SGS TKE to total TKE ranges from about
5% at the surface up to about 30% in the upper two thirds of
the canopy. Within several meters of the top of the canopy,
the SGS TKE fraction reduces to 10% or less and decreases
steadily upward.

5.2. Model Evaluation: Radiation Analysis

[41] With the assessment of mean and turbulent flow in the
ARPS-CANOPY simulations complete, we now evaluate the
simulation of net radiation at canopy top and at the ground sur-
face. Figure 6 presents time series of net radiation fromARPS-
CANOPY with CHATS observations overlaid; examination
of the time series reveals a number of interesting features.
First, the net radiation comparison at canopy top reveals model
errors of roughly 20–30Wm�2, with underprediction appar-
ent in the pre-leaf-out case and overprediction evident in the
post-leaf-out case. Although uncertainty exists with respect
to the source of the error (e.g., albedo, emissivity, canopy
temperature), the overall error is less than 5%. Second, with
regard to net radiation at the bottom of the canopy, the
ARPS-CANOPY ground net radiation time series are con-
sistently within the upper range of the CHATS observations
at 2m agl, with the observed data exhibiting larger variabil-
ity. Such large variations in observed net radiation at the
bottom of the CHATS orchard are most likely due to the
change in position of the Sun during the day and clumping
of the canopy elements. This leads to net radiation at
the canopy bottom varying between completely attenuated
and completely unattenuated, with no perceivable pattern
evident; such an effect is difficult to model. During the
post-leaf-out period of the CHATS campaign, long duration
and large magnitude spikes in observed 2m agl net radia-
tion are evident between 1000 and 1400 LST. The spikes
suggest that instrument placement relative to the gap
between rows of trees allows incoming solar radiation to
reach the surface unattenuated for up to 2 h (note that
observed net radiation at 2 m agl exceeds that at 16m agl
due to greater downwelling longwave radiation beneath
the canopy; not shown).
[42] Upon examining the ARPS-CANOPY simulated net

radiation time series at canopy bottom, it is difficult to make
the case that too much or too little attenuation of net radiation
in equation (6) is the sole cause of the errors in simulated
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the canopy for the (a) pre-leaf-out and (b) post-leaf-out cases.
Lines represent model domain mean ARPS-CANOPY simu-
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mean temperature evident in Figures 3c and 4c. The model
exhibited an afternoon warm bias in the pre-leaf-out case
and an afternoon cold bias in the post-leaf-out case, yet an
integration of the ground radiation time series reveals that
in both cases, too much energy reaches the ground in the
simulations (not shown). Thus, it is more likely that factors
such as inadequate SGS mixing and the use of constant co-
efficients (e.g., extinction coefficient) are to blame and that
further adjustment of model parameters would be necessary
to yield a closer match to observations. However, it should
be noted that in the pre-leaf-out case, the ground net radia-
tion computed in ARPS-CANOPY is too large and likely
contributes to the model afternoon warm bias. The lack of

measurements between 2 and 16m agl and the uncertainty
as to the representativeness of the CHATS near-ground ra-
diation measurements prevent a more complete assessment
of ARPS-CANOPY net radiation.

5.3. Grid Structure Sensitivity Tests

[43] Up to this point, the ARPS-CANOPY evaluation has
focused solely on simulations from the inner domain, run
with 30 m horizontal grid spacing. In this section, results
from the outer domain simulation (90 m horizontal grid spac-
ing) are examined in an effort to determine if simulations
employing a horizontal grid spacing of O(100m) can main-
tain the shape and diurnal trends of the mean and turbulent
profiles seen in the inner domain simulations. Our primary
goal here is to assess the impact of larger horizontal grid
spacing on the ability of ARPS-CANOPY to resolve and/or
parameterize turbulence, an ability that is highly dependent
on grid cell dimensions. Since ARPS-CANOPY results with
horizontal grid spacing O(100m) can be produced in near-
real time and employed to simulate smoke dispersion, it is
desirable to assess model performance at this scale and deter-
mine whether differences introduced by the larger grid spac-
ing could impact simulations of smoke dispersion. Thus,
Figures 7–9 are presented to compare mean profiles of wind,
temperature, and TKE from the outer domain simulations to
corresponding profiles from the inner domain simulations
(indicated by red lines in Figures 7–9). Note that vertical grid
structure is identical for all experiments discussed herein.
[44] Examining the pre-leaf-out case first (Figures 7 and

9a), we find that with the exception of the first time period
(0400–0700 LST), wind speeds in the outer domain simula-
tion are approximately 0.5m s�1 weaker on average in the
roughness sublayer, with the maximum difference occurring
near canopy top; wind direction, however, exhibits little or
no sensitivity. The weaker wind speeds in the outer domain
simulation are the result of overall weaker downward mixing
of high momentum during the development of the daytime
mixed layer (not shown). As a result of changes to the mean
wind speed profile, mean wind shear across the canopy inter-
face is smaller in the outer domain simulation, while simulta-
neously larger above about twice canopy height (Figure 7a).
Thus, mean TKE above about z = 17.5m is larger in the outer
domain simulation, resulting in a small increase in TKE error
compared to the inner domain simulation, with mean TKE
below z = 17.5m smaller in the outer domain simulation.
The smaller mean TKE inside the canopy is consistent with
the less well mixed temperature profiles and warmer surface
temperatures in the outer domain simulation (Figure 7c).
[45] Assessment of the post-leaf-out case outer domain sim-

ulation (Figures 8 and 9b) reveals somewhat weaker winds
above the canopy compared to the inner domain simulation;
however, unlike the pre-leaf-out case, wind direction in the
post-leaf-out case shows greater sensitivity to grid structure,
especially after 0700 LST. Interestingly, a more pronounced
kink in the mean wind direction profile is seen in the outer
domain simulation (Figure 8b). Regarding temperature, less
well mixed temperature profiles are seen in the outer domain
simulation, similar to the pre-leaf-out case. The outer domain
simulation yields smaller TKE throughout the roughness
sublayer, with differences between the outer and inner do-
main simulations largest above canopy top and restricted to
approximately 20%.
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[46] At this point in the discussion, one might inquire as to
why the horizontal grid spacing would be relevant here, since
the flows we are simulating are horizontally homogeneous.
In short, an increase in horizontal grid spacing from 30 to
90 m yields a decrease in the amount of resolved TKE. The
SGS turbulence closure we employ compensates for larger
grid spacing via a grid-spacing-dependent eddy viscosity,
but the identical vertical grid structure applied in both the fine
and coarse horizontal grid spacing runs results in similar
amounts of SGS TKE since turbulence production is highly
sensitive to the model’s ability to resolve vertical gradients
of wind and temperature. Thus, the strength of turbulent
mixing (resolved and SGS combined) varies between runs
with 30 and 90 m horizontal grid spacing, and the profiles
of mean wind and temperature differ.

[47] The different mean profiles exhibited by simulations
with 90 and 30 m horizontal grid spacing lead one to question
whether the larger horizontal grid spacing is adequate for
simulating smoke dispersion from low-intensity fires. We
address this question in two wind and turbulence regimes:
The first regime has a stronger mean wind and larger TKE
(pre-leaf out, 29 March 2007) and the second regime has a
weaker mean wind and smaller TKE (post-leaf out, 20 May
2007). Note that in both regimes, the larger horizontal grid
spacing contributes to generally smaller TKE and weaker
mean wind speeds in the roughness sublayer. Consistent with
reduced TKE in the lowest 15–20m agl in the 90 m horizon-
tal grid spacing simulations, mean temperature profiles were
less well mixed and surface temperatures were about 2�C
warmer during the afternoon. The primary difference between
the two cases occurs in the simulated wind direction: In the
pre-leaf-out case, mean wind direction was unaffected by grid
resolution, while for the post-leaf-out case, mean wind direc-
tion was found to be sensitive to the grid structure. However,
since roughness-layer mean wind speeds in the post-leaf-out
case are generally quite weak (less than 2.5m s�1), the impact
of this grid sensitivity on smoke dispersion simulations would
be reduced.
[48] These results reveal that in both cases, wind speed,

TKE, and temperature are influenced by grid resolution,
while sensitivity of wind direction to grid structure is limited
to the weak wind case (post-leaf out). The larger horizontal
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grid spacing does not degrade the mean profile shape and
diurnal trends from the higher-resolution simulation. Since
the near-real-time application of ARPS-CANOPY requires
horizontal grid spacing of O(100m), these results suggest
that a near-real-time smoke prediction system can be devel-
oped and applied, with the limitations noted herein.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[49] The development and evaluation of a new integrated
canopy flow modeling system developed from the ARPS
model, termed ARPS-CANOPY, has been presented. The
standard ARPS model has been modified to account for the
effect of vegetation elements on mean and turbulent flow
and on the net radiation flux profiles within the canopy.
Improving the understanding of smoke transport from low-
intensity fires and developing operational modeling tools
for predicting smoke dispersion within and in the vicinity
of forest vegetation layers provide the motivation for these
efforts. As an important step in the model development pro-
cess, the atmospheric model has been evaluated using data
from the CHATS experiment. Comparisons of mean and tur-
bulent flow properties have been presented for two cases, one
prior to and one following leaf out, and sensitivity of results
to grid structure has been examined.
[50] In both cases, ARPS-CANOPY was shown to under-

estimate the mean wind speed in the hours following model
initialization. Given the lack of evolving large-scale forcing
in the simulations, discrepancies between observed and
model profiles are expected, particularly with respect to the
wind. However, the model was shown to reproduce the
observed shape and magnitude of the wind speed profiles
during the late morning to late afternoon period in the pre-
leaf-out case and reproduce the profile shape in the (light-wind)
post-leaf-out case. In the case of wind direction, the model cor-
rectly maintained a nearly uniform profile in the pre-leaf-out
case and successfully captured the observed kink in the wind
direction profile during the morning in the post-leaf-out case.
Regarding temperature, model errors of opposite sign were
noted in the pre-leaf-out and post-leaf-out cases, indicating that
further adjustment of model parameters (e.g., extinction coeffi-
cient) would be necessary to achieve a closer match to observa-
tions. The model was shown in both cases to overestimate TKE
inside the lower canopy and in the pre-leaf-out case, also
overestimate TKE above the canopy; however, profile shape
was similar to observations. Sensitivity experiments with rela-
tively coarse 90 m horizontal grid spacing were shown to retain
the overall mean profile shape and diurnal trends seen in the
finer-resolution simulations.
[51] Despite the qualitative agreement with the CHATS

observations, further efforts are required to attain closer
agreement with observations. Future efforts planned include
performing sensitivity tests with canopy parameters we
have identified herein as primary sources of uncertainty and
performing heat, momentum, and turbulence budget analyses
to examine the sources of error. Specific parameters to be
examined include Bowen ratio (incorporating diurnal varia-
tion), extinction coefficient (using CHATS radiation measure-
ments to compute case-specific extinction coefficients), and
volumetric heat capacity (adjusting the parameter as in
Froelich et al. [2011]). However, it needs to be emphasized
here that our goal is to develop a smoke dispersion modeling

system for simulating smoke transport from low-intensity
fires. Thus, the absolute magnitude of temperature and TKE
in the ambient environment is of lesser importance compared
to the heat and turbulence induced by the fire.
[52] We conclude by emphasizing the advancement of

the model from its former state to the current one: It is now
possible to simulate airflow beneath canopy top under non-
neutral conditions with ARPS, which is critical for predicting
the local transport and diffusion of wildland fire smoke in
forested environments. The work presented herein and the
suggested future work are part of a larger effort to design a
smoke management tool specifically applicable to low-inten-
sity fires. The operational need for such a prediction tool
motivates all of these efforts.
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